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We have performed a series of 10 ns Molecular Dynamics simulations of the sodium octanoate micelle in
aqueous solution in the constant NpT ensemble, at p = 1 bar and T = 300 K. Two molecular topologies were
studied, one with all internal degrees of freedom and the other constraining bond stretching and angle bending
degrees of freedom. Two Lennard-Jones parameters for sodium ions, namely the OPLS andÅqvist parameters,
were used. The results show an artificial enhancement of stable sodium bridges between octanoate anions when
the OPLS parameters for sodium are used. TheÅqvist parameters give a micellar structure in good agreement
with experimental and thermodynamical evidences. It is also observed that the aggregation of monomers is
strongly dependent on the molecular topology. When theÅqvist parameters were employed, the model system
without constraining geometry had one dissociated monomer after 10 ns, while the model system with bond
length and bond angle constraining had five dissociated monomers after a 10 ns trajectory.

1 Introduction

Molecular Dynamics simulation may be regarded as the
method of choice to study complex liquids in atomic de-
tail, yielding both structural and dynamical information of
systems ranging from micelles to large biomolecules and
polymers in solution. Model systems as large as 104-105

particles may be tackled with single CPU machines and it is
possible to treat larger system if parallel processing is avail-
able.

As a general trend the interaction between particles is
represented by parameterized classical potential energy sur-
faces (PES), whose parameters are developed to reproduce
thermochemical and other experimental and theoretical data
available. The set of parameters needed to reproduce the
PES is called force field. Several force fields have been de-
veloped up to now and it is a common practice to optimize
parameters to reproduce quantum chemical calculations of
dimers in vacuum and thermochemical measurements in di-
lute solution. Nonetheless, complex liquids are generally
concentrated solutions and it is not clear whether or not the
usual force field parameters are adequate to simulate such
systems.

Micellar systems have been studied by means of com-
puter simulations in the last 30 years. There has been
some concern about methodological issues, but there has not
been a thorough evaluation of the interaction parameters and
molecular topologies used so far.

Binary systems formed by sodium octanoate and wa-

ter have been extensively studied by Molecular Dynam-
ics simulations in the last 15 years. In these studies the
most common model system used consisted of a single pre-
assembled micelle comprising 15 octanoate anions [1-9],
although some simulations evaluated the liquid crystalline
phase at higher surfactant contents [10-11].

Jönssonet al. performed the first Molecular Dynamics
simulation of the sodium octanoate micelle in aqueous solu-
tion [1]. The interaction parameters were taken from several
sources and the molecules were modeled including all atoms
and all internal degrees of freedom. Two simulations were
performed to compare the effect of anad hocscreening in-
troduced in the interaction between ionic pairs. A screening
factor was achieved by means of cutting down the interac-
tions due to atomic charges to half of their values. This pro-
cedure was justified by assuming that the SPC water model
[12] is not able to account for the dielectric constant of pure
water. J̈onssonet al. reported a very interesting and detailed
set of information regarding both structural and dynamical
aspects of the micelle, but the molecular dynamics trajecto-
ries were too short and the precision was not good enough
(the trajectory without charge screening lasted only 30 ps,
while the run with screening lasted 72 ps). Another draw-
back of these simulations was the absence of any scheme
to treat long-range interactions, which were truncated at 1.0
nm.

Klein and co-workers have performed a series of Molec-
ular Dynamics simulations using different model systems
for the aqueous solution of sodium octanoate micelle [2-5].
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All their simulations have been carried out in the constant
NVT ensemble, employing OPLS pseudoatoms parameters
for octanoate anion [13] and sodium cation [14] with bond
lengths constraints.

Shelleyet al. [4] compared two similar water models,
namely SPC [12] and SPC/E [15]. The later has a slightly
larger dipole moment, but no significant structural differ-
ence was reported. Two previous simulations were per-
formed with SPC water model and minor differences have
also been reported, but the model systems differed in size
and composition. Therefore, it is difficult to make a detailed
comparison of the results obtained in these calculations.

Shelley et al. also evaluated a polarizable model to
represent the surfactant molecule [5]. Charge polarization
was achieved with two variable point charges with the same
magnitude but opposite sign assigned to each heavy atom.
These variable charges changed their magnitude in response
to the local electrical field, while moving around the heavy
atoms as rigid rotors governed by an extended Lagrangian
scheme. Despite the fact that polarization was treated clas-
sically, it is an interesting work. The most striking feature
reported regards the counter-ion distribution around the oc-
tanoate headgroups. The first intense peak previously re-
ported [2,4] in the radial distribution function of sodium
around the headgroup carbon atom was suppressed in the
polarizable model simulation.

The polarizable model also increases the probability of
finding water molecules near the aggregate center of mass,
although a dry core region was preserved. The values
obtained for the hydration numbers of hydrophobic car-
bon atoms were also larger, meaning that polarization in-
creases the hydrocarbon-water affinity when compared with
the nonpolarizable models [2-4].

Other Molecular Dynamics simulations have been also
reported in the literature. Kuhn and Rehage [6-7] and Kuhn
et al. [8] performed two simulations in the constant NpT
ensemble, using the AMBER force field [16-18] without ge-
ometry constraints. Laaksonen and Rosenholm performed
a Molecular Dynamics simulation in the constant NVT en-
semble, using the CHARMM forcefield [19] with semi-
empirical charges and the TIP3P water model [20], both
without geometry constraints.

Altogether, these simulations of the sodium octanoate
micelle in aqueous solution gave some insight into the mi-
cellar structure. The main feature was the existence of a
small dry core, even though apolar tail were in contact with
surrounding water molecules. Most studies reported the ag-
gregate size in good agreement with experimental data avail-
able and found out a shape resembling a prolate ellipsoid. It
is worth to note that the different studies do not agree about
one very important issue: the distribution of counter-ions
around the micellar aggregate. Further effort will be nec-
essary to enlighten the structure of sodium cations near oc-
tanoate micelles.

Other aqueous micellar systems have also been
studied by Molecular Dynamics simulations, such as
octyl glucoside [21], dodecylphosphocholine [22-24],

lysophosphatidylethanolamine [25], sodium pentadecaflu-
orooctanoate [26], sodium dodecyl sulfate [27-29] and
2,3,6,7,10,11-hexakis(1,4,7-trioxaoctyl)triphenylene [30].
Except for sodium dodecyl sulfate [27-29] all micellar sys-
tems studied are non-ionic, what makes computer simula-
tions comparatively less time consuming, since long range
interactions may be safely ignored when ionic species are
absent.

In the present work, we report some structural results of
Molecular Dynamics simulations on the sodium octanoate
micelle in aqueous solution using different Lennard-Jones
parameters for the sodium counter-ion: the OPLS [14] and
the Åqvist parameters [31]. The main purpose is to inves-
tigate structures containing sodium ions in solution, trying
to reconcile theoretical and experimental results reported so
far. We also report the differences arising when the molec-
ular geometries are constrained, using these two parameters
sets.

2 Methodology

We have performed a set of Molecular Dynamics using the
GROMACS software [32-33]. The simulations were per-
formed on the constant NpT ensemble with the Berend-
sen temperature bath and pressure bath [34]. The OPLS-
AA parameters for carboxylate anions [35] were employed
to describe the octanoate interaction, while the SPC model
[12] was chosen for water molecules. The sodium cations
were described by two parameters sets: the OPLS [14] and
the Åqvist [31]. Two different topologies were used: one
with all internal degrees of freedom and the other with con-
strained bond lengths and angles. We shall refer to the
former as the flexible model and to the latter as the rigid
model. Octanoate geometry was constrained using LINCS
[36] while water molecules were constrained with SETTLE
[37].

To save computer time a cut off at 1.5 nm was used for
the interaction potential and a neighbor list updated every
tenth step. The particle mesh Ewald method [38-39] was
used to treat long range electrostatic interactions beyond cut
off distance.

In the flexible model simulations an integration time step
of 1.0 fs, a temperature coupling of 0.1 ps and a pressure
coupling of 1.0 ps were used. For the rigid model, a time
step of 2.0 fs, a temperature coupling of 0.02 ps and a pres-
sure coupling of 2.0 ps were used. For each model system
a molecular dynamic trajectory with a length of 10 ns was
generated.

The model system consisted of 15 octanoate anions, pre-
viously assembled into a spherical aggregate, surrounded by
15 sodium counter-ions and 2190 water molecules. This
composition is around the critical micelle concentration,
cmc [40]. It is not a common practice to work near tran-
sition regions, but we have chosen to study the micellar sys-
tem near itscmcto increase the number of water molecules,
avoiding as much as possible undesirable effects due to the
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system size.
The simulation box was built as follows. The aggre-

gate was assembled into a nearly spherical shape. The first
monomer was aligned along thex-axis, the methyl carbon
atom being at the origin. This monomer was rotated around
thez-axis, forming an equatorial plane of six equally spaced
octanoate anions. The first monomer was then aligned in the
+/- 45o direction in thexz-plane and was rotated around the
z-axis, thus forming two intermediate layers of octanoate
anions, one with five molecules and the other with four. At
last, the first monomer was tilted +/- 90o, adding two axial
monomers to the aggregate. As a final preparation step, the
monomers were displaced 0.5 nm away from the origin to
avoid any strong repulsive contact between them.

The system density was chosen to be 1.0 g cm−3. First,
the aggregate was placed in the middle of the simulation
box. Then, water molecules and counter-ions were ran-
domly placed into the box, avoiding any repulsive contact.
The resulting model system was made up of 6960 atoms.

Both steepest descent and conjugated gradient algo-
rithms were employed to minimize the energy gradient of
the system below 25 kJ mol−1 nm−1. After energy min-
imization, a series of simulated annealing runs were per-
formed as follows: (i) the system was heated to T = 50 K;
(ii ) the temperature was linearly decreased to T = 0 K within
a time interval of 1 ps. The procedure was repeated until no
significant energy drift was observed at the final tempera-
ture.

Figure 1. Initial configuration of sodium octanoate micelle. The
bonds of octanoate anions are drawn as tube and sodium atoms as
spheres.

The lowest energy structure was taken as the initial sim-
ulation box (Fig. 1). The flexible and the rigid systems were
heated to the working temperature by performing three con-
trolled short range Molecular Dynamics simulations as fol-
lows: (i) in the first simulation the position of the micelle
was constrained and the constant NVT ensemble was used;
(ii ) in the second simulation, the position restraint was kept
but the constant NpT ensemble was used; (iii ) the third sim-
ulation was performed in the same conditions used in the

production run, that is, without any position constraint.
Quantum chemical calculations of dimers in vacuum

were carried out with Gaussian 98 [41]. In contrast with
OPLS force field, which is parameterized to reproduce
Hartree-Fock potential energy surfaces in vacuum, we per-
formed ab initio calculations using second order Møller-
Plesset perturbation theory with 6-311+G** basis set, ap-
plying counter-poise correction to account for the basis set
superposition error.

3 Results and discussion

In this work, we report a series of Molecular Dynamics Sim-
ulation of the sodium octanoate micelle in aqueous solution.
We aim to investigate the effects of the molecular topology
and the force field parameters on the micellar structure. Two
molecular topologies were assigned to the octanoate anion,
(i) a fully flexiblemodel were all internal degrees of free-
dom are considered, and (ii ) partially rigid model, were
bond stretching and angle bending degrees of freedom are
constrained to their equilibrium values. We shall refer to
the former as the flexible model and to the later as the rigid
model. Besides, two sets of force field parameters were as-
signed to the sodium cation, the OPLS parameters and the
Åqvist parameters. Altogether, four Molecular Dynamics
simulations were accomplished, and in each one averaging
trajectories with 10 ns were generated.

The results of density and radius of gyration presented
below are running averages of the original data. To remove
the high frequency noise and to enhance the trends in the
micelle behavior the averaged values were calculated using
a 50 ps step between consecutive points in the trajectory.

4 OPLS parameters for sodium
cation

Molecular Dynamics simulations have been carried out in
the constant NpT ensemble. As expected from literature
reports the pressure coupling scheme should lead the sys-
tems to their equilibrium densities in a short time period.
Nonetheless, the systems densities were found out to con-
verge slowly when the OPLS parameters for sodium ion
were employed (Fig. 2). The relaxation was accomplished
afterca. 1000 ps for the flexible model and afterca. 6000
ps for the rigid model. Such poor convergence rate indicates
that slow structural changes are taking place in the model
systems. This unexpected behavior was investigated and the
nature of the slow structural changes will be discussed.

The micelle radius of gyration for the flexible model
(Fig. 3) does not show any trend that might be correlated
with the density relaxation shown in Fig. 2. On the other
hand, the rigid model presented an increase in the aggregate
radius of gyration afterca. 6000 ps (Fig. 3). Comparing
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with the data in Fig. 2, this increase in the aggregate ra-
dius of gyration is observed simultaneously with relaxation
of system density.
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Figure 2. System density (OPLS parameters for Na+). (a) flexible
model; (b) rigid model.
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Figure 3. Radius of gyration (OPLS parameters for Na+). (a) flex-
ible model; (b) rigid model.
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Figure 4. Radial density of sodium ions around de micelle center
of mass (OPLS parameters for Na+). (—) flexible model; (– –)
rigid model.

It is also observed that the distribution of sodium
counter-ions around the aggregates center of mass depends

on the model topology: The rigid model presented an in-
crease of the sodium density near the micellar center of mass
as compared to the flexible model (Fig. 4).

The number of sodium atoms in the first coordination
shell of the octanoate oxygen atoms increased in both sim-
ulations (Fig. 5). The increase in the coordination num-
bers is due to the counter-ion condensation on the micellar
surface, which is characterized by the formation of sodium
bridges between octanoate anions (Figs. 6 and 7). The coor-
dination numbers suggest that the slow structural relaxation
mentioned earlier can be attributed to a complex condensa-
tion phenomenon, possibly taking place in two steps: (i) the
counter-ion reaches the micellar surface and is trapped by an
octanoate headgroup; then, (ii ) these ion pairs slowly rear-
range themselves to form clusters resembling ionic lattices
on the micellar surface (Figs. 6 and 7).
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Figure 5. Sodium ions in the first coordination shell around oc-
tanoate oxygen atoms (OPLS parameters for Na+). (—) flexible
model; (– –) rigid model.

Figure 6. Final configuration for the flexible model (OPLS param-
eters for Na+). The bonds of octanoate anions are drawn as tube
and sodium atoms as spheres.
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Figure 7. Final configuration for the rigid model (OPLS parame-
ters for Na+). The bonds of octanoate anions are drawn as tube
and sodium atoms as spheres.

The behavior depicted from the average data reported
above does not agree with the accepted view of micelle
structure supported by theoretical and experimental evi-
dences [42]. In the theoretical and experimental data pre-
sented so far there is strong support to models in which the
counter-ions are distributed around the micelle surface. It is
also expected that the counter-ion concentration measured
from the micelle center of mass decrease with the distance
down to a non-zero bulk value. Nevertheless, due to size de-
pendence, any model system that might be used in a Molec-
ular Dynamics simulation would not be totally adequate, no
matter the parameters or the topologies one might choose.
The small and finite size of the system implies that bulk
concentrations of molecular species cannot be fully attained.
Nevertheless, a model to be acceptable should give at least
a qualitatively correct picture of the micelles and that means
that such ion condensation should not be observed. Instead,
sodium ions should be only transiently bound to the micellar
surface.

The flexible model also presented an ionic bridging
between octanoate headgroups, but three counter-ions re-
mained in solution after a 10 ns trajectory (Fig. 7). These
free cations contributed to decrease the sodium density near
the micelle center of mass (Fig. 4). The coordination num-
ber of counter-ions around the octanoate oxygen is stable
after aca. 1000 ps trajectory (Fig. 5), the same time lag in
which density relaxed (Fig. 2).

The solvent structure around sodium ions relaxed along
both trajectories. The number of water oxygen atoms in the
first coordination shell around the sodium atoms decreases
continuously for both models (Fig. 8). The decrease in coor-
dination number is more pronounced for the rigid model, but
clearly the values for the flexible model did not converge.

Altogether, these structural and relaxation data lead us
to conclude that the OPLS parameters for sodium ion are
not adequate to simulate the sodium octanoate micellar sys-
tem. The main reason behind such anomalous behavior can

be attributed to the fact that the force field favors ionic pairs
instead of solvated ions in solution.
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Figure 8. Water oxygen in the first coordination shell around
sodium atoms (OPLS parameters for Na+). (—) flexible model;
(– –) rigid model.

5 Åqvist parameters for sodium
cation

In this section, we shall present the structural data of the
sodium octanoate micelle in aqueous solution obtained us-
ing theÅqvist parameters for sodium ions.̊Aqvist param-
eters for alkaline and alkaline earth cations have been opti-
mized to reproduce free energies of hydration for these ions
in dilute solution. This approach somehow includes con-
tributions of the bulk phase into the parameters, what does
not happen ifab initio quantum chemistry calculations of
dimers in vacuum are the main reference data, as it is the
case for the OPLS parameterization process. The OPLS pa-
rameters also are optimized to reproduce some thermochem-
ical solution data, but the results we have reported in the
previous section indicate that the sodium ion parameters are
not adequate to reproduce the microheterogeneous structure
of an anionic micellar system.

The simulations withÅqvist parameters for sodium ion
attained stable density values within a few picoseconds
(Fig. 9), as opposed to the simulations conduced using the
OPLS parameters (Fig. 2). The stable density suggests that
no major structural change is taking place in the simulation
box. This is indeed the case, as we shall demonstrate in the
following discussion.

The final structure of the flexible model simulation pre-
sented one free monomer in solution (Fig. 10) while the rigid
model simulation presented five (Fig. 11). Although the
monomers dissociation might be regarded as major struc-
tural change, it does not affect the qualitative features char-
acterizing the micellar structure as most of the hydrocarbon
tails remained in a small, dry region, bearing the hydrophilic
headgroups exposed to the aqueous medium.
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Figure 9. System density (Åqvist parameters for Na+). (a) flexible
model; (b) rigid model.

Figure 10. Final configuration for the flexible model (Åqvist pa-
rameters for Na+). The bonds of octanoate anions are drawn as
tube and sodium atoms as spheres.

Figure 11. Final configuration for the rigid model (Åqvist param-
eters for Na+). The bonds of octanoate anions are drawn as tube
and sodium atoms as spheres.

The average density values are (1.023± 0.003) g cm−3

for the flexible model and (1.002± 0.002) g cm−3 for the
rigid model. The difference reflects the fact that a more flex-
ible molecule may assume a more compact configuration. It
is interesting to note that both values are quite near the ex-
perimental density at this concentration, 1.011 g cm−3 [40].

The radius of gyration also varied very little in the course
of both simulations (Fig. 12), with an average value of (0.81
± 0.03) nm for the flexible model and (0.94± 0.11) nm
for the rigid model. Hayter and Zemb [43] reported a mi-
cellar radius of 1.17 nm from a neutron diffraction experi-
ment. Zembet al. [44] have reported a radius of 1.08 nm in
a light scattering experiment. Friman and Rosenholm [45]
obtained a larger micellar radius using an X-ray scattering
experiment, 1.8 nm. The agreement is quantitative consider-
ing that parameters derived from scattering experiments are
obtained assuming particular features of the micellar system
structure. For instance, it is common to disregard any inter-
micellar interaction and to consider micelle size and shape
to be uniform.
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Figure 12. Radius of gyration (Åqvist parameters for Na+). (a)
flexible model; (b) rigid model.
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Figure 13. Radial density of sodium ions around de micelle center
of mass (̊Aqvist parameters for Na+). (—) flexible model; (– –)
rigid model.
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The counter-ion distribution around the micellar center
of mass differed somewhat in the two simulations. The den-
sity is larger near the center of mass for the rigid model
simulation, as compared to the flexible model simulation
(Fig. 13).

The number of sodium atoms in the first coordination
shell around the octanoate oxygen atoms confirmed the in-
crease in the probability of finding a cation ion near the mi-
celle in the rigid model simulation (Fig. 14). Nonetheless,
the average number of sodium ions in the first coordination
shell around octanoate oxygen atoms was rather low in both
simulations, (0.08± 0.04) for the flexible model and (0.14
± 0.06) for the rigid model.
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Figure 14. Sodium ions in the first coordination shell around oc-
tanoate oxygen atoms (Åqvist parameters for Na+). (—) flexible
model; (– –) rigid model.

The low coordination values contrast with the counter-
ion condensation observed in the simulations with the OPLS
parameters for sodium ion. The final structure of both sim-
ulations withÅqvist parameters for sodium ions presented
no lattice-like structure, on the contrary, most counter-ions
remained in solution (Figs. 10 and 11).

The number of water molecules in the first coordination
shell around sodium atoms was very stable in both simula-
tions (Fig. 15). The flexible model yielded an average value
of (5.31± 0.09) water oxygen atoms and the rigid model an
average of (5.25± 0.12) water oxygen atoms. This finding
contrasts with both simulations with the OPLS parameters
for sodium ions, in which the coordination numbers dropped
to a value below 4.0 for the flexible model and below 2.0 for
the rigid model (Fig. 8).

The molecular picture emerging from these data resem-
bles the accepted view of anionic micelles in aqueous solu-
tion [42], suggesting that̊Aqvist parameters for sodium ions
are adequate to simulate such systems. Of course, a quan-
titative agreement will depend on further improvements in
the force field parameters as well as in the model systems.
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Figure 15. Water oxygen in the first coordination shell around
sodium atoms (̊Aqvist parameters for Na+). (—) flexible model;
(– –) rigid model.

6 Comparison with ab initio results

To further investigate the large differences between these
two parameters setsab initio calculations using second or-
der Møller-Plesset perturbation theory with 6-311+G** ba-
sis set were performed for the sodium-water and sodium-
propanoate dimers.

The sodium-water dimer was built as follows: (i) all
atoms were in the same plane; (ii ) the sodium atom ap-
proached the water oxygen along a line bisecting the HOH
angle; (iii ) the water molecule geometry was constrained to
the SPC equilibrium values.

The sodium-propanoate dimer was build as follows: (i)
all the heavy atoms were in the same plane; (ii ) the sodium
atom approached the carboxylic carbon atom along a line bi-
secting the OCO angle; (iii ) the propanoate molecule geom-
etry was constrained to the OPLS-AA equilibrium values.

These calculations were performed using the Gaussian
98 [41] program. Theab initio potential energy profile ob-
tained were compared with the force field energy profile for
the same molecular geometries and the results are presented
in Figs. 16 and 17. One observes that at large distances
the energy profile calculated using both parameter sets agree
with theab initio energy profile for both dimers. However,
at short distances, the force fields yielded steeper energy in-
creases. One also observes that the energy obtained with the
Åqvist parameters is in better agreement withab initio re-
sults in the minima regions while the values calculated with
OPLS parameters shows a deeper minimum for both dimers.

The energy difference between the two force field cal-
culations at the minimum position was found to beca. 1.8
kcal mol−1 for the sodium-water dimer andca. 5.6 kcal
mol−1 for the sodium-propanoate dimer. These energy dif-
ferences explain the sodium cation condensation on the mi-
cellar surface in the simulations carried out with the OPLS
force field. The average kinetic energy isca. 0.9 kcal mol−1

at 300 K, so the energy differences above are high enough
to account for the degree of ionic association we found out
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in the Molecular Dynamics simulations we have performed
with the OPLS parameters.
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Figure 16. Potential energy surface of the sodium-water SPC
dimer. (—)Åqvist parameters for Na+; (– –) OPLS parameters for
Na+; (o) second order Møller-Plesset with basis set 6-311+G**.
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Figure 17. Potential energy surface of the sodium-propanoate
dimer. (—)Åqvist parameters for Na+; (– –) OPLS parameters for
Na+; (o) second order Møller-Plesset with basis set 6-311+G∗∗.

7 Concluding remarks

Molecular Dynamics is a powerful technique to unravel
structural and dynamical features of complex liquids.
Nonetheless, great care must be taken when choosing simu-
lation conditions and interaction parameters.

Our simulation results point to the dependence of mi-
cellar structure on both the molecular topology and the in-
teraction parameters employed. Both sodium ion parame-
ters were developed to model dilute aqueous solutions, but
Åqvist parameterization reproduced hydration free energies
instead of hydration enthalpies, as is the case for the OPLS
parameters.

The micellar structures obtained with̊Aqvist parameters
for sodium cation are in good agreement with experimental

and theoretical evidences. On the other hand, OPLS parame-
ters resulted in the sodium condensation on the micellar sur-
face, forming stable ionic cluster, in disagreement with the
accepted micellar picture arising from experimental data.

Besides the effect of sodium ion parameters, we showed
that molecular topology also affects the average micellar
structure, but differences due to topology are less significant
than those due to the force field parameterization.

We have evaluated the adequacy of two methodologi-
cal issues to study complex liquids by means of computer
simulation. There are many other features that should be
evaluated to validate the simulation protocols. It is impor-
tant to obtain accurate molecular models to describe com-
plex liquids as the experimental techniques are also model
dependent. The structural and dynamical information de-
rived from reliable simulation models are complementary to
the experimental data, since they provide a detailed descrip-
tion at time and distance intervals that cannot be reached by
experimental means.
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